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The Challenge

● Latest traditional data for community needs assessments is out of date.

● Need to plan for different outcomes under different scenarios.

● Understanding the long-term, downstream impacts of immediate challenges 
(unemployment/poverty).



The Community Impact Model

● Input data

○ Sector Employment

○ U/I claims data

○ Historic health outcomes/social 
determinants data

○ Wages/income

○ Race/Ethnicity

Current Unemployment

Short/long term Poverty

Social Determinants Health Outcomes



Methods Summary

● Unemployment

○ Stratified (sector) calculation of unemployment based on relative losses (from state proportions).

● Poverty

○ Simulations under different scenarios: high, mid, low unemployment

○ Differentiate short-term, long-term unemployment.

● Health  Outcomes/Social Determinants

○ Regression based on historic poverty level in communities.



Questions we hope to answer

● What is the current state of unemployment and poverty in our community?

● What are the immediate implications on social, safety net and health 
services?

● What are the long-term impacts of COVID/economic impacts on 
communities?

● What happens if we reduce poverty now?



Current State

● This is a ‘beta’.

● Seeking feedback on approach, methods and inputs.

● Refining/adding additional models.

○ Equity, Thriving/Suffering, Additional Social Determinants.

● Feature Roadmap:

○ Maps

○ Data Download

○ What else to support needs assessments?



NorthSound Overview

Demo



Upcoming Features

● Align with Seven-Vital conditions

○ How can we think about thriving/suffering within our community?

● Food, housing, childcare security

○ What are the likely impacts on key social determinants?

● Equity/disparity analysis

○ Where are there widening inequalities between populations?



Next Steps

● Post COVID Needs Assessment Webinar - Thu 8/13 @ 10am

● NorthSound Community Impact Dashboard Launch & Overview - Thu 8/13 @ 11 am

● Ongoing integration of feedback/validation of models



Group Questions

● Additional features that would be useful?

● What specific data/analysis will be helpful for needs assessments?

● How can we integrate other real-time data sources to improve data recency?

● Other frameworks/approaches than Seven Vital Conditions?



The hyper-local data platform for 
decision makers.

We provide a complete solution for 
generating, analyzing and visualizing 
information about communities.

We’re changing the way people use 
data to plan and act. From disaster 
response to strategic planning, our 
tools enable rapid, data-driven 
decision making.
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